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The Y-ravs following the reactions induced by 12C ions on In,
1 1 2 , 1 1 7 , 1 2 2 i 2 3

S n an(i i2 3 sb t a r g e t s have been investigated using six
Nal(Tl) detectors in a two-dimensional arrangement. The collec-
tive moment of inertia jtffj^ of U 8 ' 1 2 2 Xe, }z3Cs and 1 2 8 ' l ? 0Ba
have been excracted from the energy-correlation spectra. The be-
haviour of these nuclei and the observed differences are inter-
preted in terms of high-spin collective properties. Data are a l -
so presented on the effective moment of inertia J ' ' of Xe
and 130Ba measured by sum-spectrometer techniques.

1. INTRODUCTION

Informations on nuclear s t r u c t u r e a t high angular momentum can be
ta ined from s tud i e s of "d iscre te" and "unresolved" Y~^ay spec t ra . The l a t t e r
method i s based on the detection of the y-ray continuum and concerns essen-
t i a l l y gross p r o p e r t i e s of the nuc le i e .g . the determination of moments of
inert ia.

I t is well known that the nuclei generate angular momentum by collective
rotation of the nucleus as a whole as well as by particle alignment. The two
kinds of behaviour can be evidenced by studies of dynamic moments of inertia

j^2} - fi(dl/dw) which describe the rate of change of spin with the rotatio-
nal frequency. Thus,
- a collective moment of inertia ^y?L*A = "nCdl/doi). . can be deduced for
the bands generated by the collective motion. It is measured Ln yy-energy
correlation experiments.
- an effective moment of inertia ^ I L "= 1n(dl/du)) is connected to the
decay path along the envelope of thlse bands. It Si related to both the col-
lective motion and the alignment of particles.% Jt may be measured by emplo-
ying sum-spectrometer techniques to correct for feeding.

These two dynamic moments of inertia have been measured in several tran-
sitional nuclei of the 50 < Z,N < 82 region. Experimental results are repor-
ted here and comparisons are made with model calculations • — fflic MOMENT IS UNLIMITED



2. THE COLLECTIVE MOMENT OF INERTIA J ^ , OF Xe and Ba NUCLEI

For a perfect rotor having level energies proportional to 1(1+1), the
transition energies (Al = 2) are equal to E = (4l-2)1n2/2.7' . In a Yi-coisi-
cidences experiment, this will generate a matrix of correlated events with
no intensity along the diagonal E . = E .. The width of the central valley
W which measures twice the difference in transition energies As . is inverse-
ly proportional to the dynamical moment of inertia ^tl^ *••©•
W = 2AE = 4 ds /dl = 8 d2E/dI2 = 8ft2/ ̂ J 2 ) , where E is She level excitation

v v band
energy. ' '

During the last few years several experiments have been performed in .
the Ba-Xe region [cf ref. 1,2 and references therein]. These investigations
have revealed different behaviour of the collective moment of "inertia - J^^
with the rotational frequency. In order to gain further knowledge on this
behaviour, experiments were undertaken at the Grenoble cyclotron to study
light Xe nuclei and heavier Ba nuclei. The results presented here are part
of a publication [3],
2.1. Experimental techniques

Six Nal(Tl) detectors are used to record YY-coincidence spectra. They
are 8" long and have a hexagonal cross-section with a 6" outer diameter. To
prevent scattering, they are shielded with lead and their entrance window
is collimated. They are placed at 25 cm from the target at an angle of 125°
relative to the beam. Their solid angle is 0.27 % of 4"rr and their energy re-
solution is better than 8 % for the 661 keV y-line of 13"7cs. A Ge<Li) detec-
tor, perpendicular to the beam axis, is used to identify the final reaction
products.

Four enriched self-supporting ta- .jets of about 4 mg/cm2 thickness are
bombarded with 1ZC ions from the Grenoble variable energy cyclotron. For
each target, approximately 7 x 107 Nal(Tl) coincidence events are recorded.
Since a l l events involving two or more detectors in coincidence are written
on magnetic tapes to be subsequently analyzed into one single two-dimensio-
nal matrix, the gains of the amplifiers are carefully matched and nonitored
throughout the experiment.

In a separate experiment, the Y~ray multiplicities are determined for
the 112Sn and 122Sn targets. They are deduced from the number of counters
(12 Nal(Tl) crystals of a sum-spectrometer) triggered in coincidence with a
Ge detector.

2.2. Experimental results

The coincidence data are sorted off-line into a two-dimensional matrix
which is made symmetric with respect to the diagonal Eyi = Ey2« The Copen-
hagen subtraction scheme is applied in order to enhance the correlated pho-
topeak-photopeak events.

In the present experiments, the moment of inertia «^2'd is obtained
by measuring the distance between the peaks of the first riage in cuts per-
pendicular to the diagonal.

Bridges accross the valley are typical for crossing between bands and
can give informations on rotational alignment of particles. These bridges
are indicated by triangles in figs. 1-4.



2.2.1. The 112Sn + 12C reaction at
112 MeV

The main final nuclei are
118Xe and 116Te which represent 38%
and 28 % respectively, of the to-
tal intensity. In this experiment,
the Y~™ultiplicities were measured
but the results do not show a si-
gnificant difference between U 8 X e
and 116Te. The reason for this is
that many lines in the Ge(Li) spec-
tra are doublets, i e. a mixture of
transitions of the two final nuclei
mentioned. However, one would ex-
pect the Te nucleus to have a
smaller value since it is formed
following the emission of t-> acre
protons. This argument together with
the relative intensities implies
that the energy-energy correlation
matrix in the 112Sn + 12C reaction
is dominated by
energies.

1 1 BXe at high Y~

The correlation matrix does
not exhibit a well defined valley
at lower energies. Furthermore, when
the valley starts to develop at
E = O,45O MeV, it is a valley with
many "fillings" and bridges. This
explains why there are only a few
values of J^ ' determined up to
•fizw2 = 0.0R &e$2 (fig. 1). The
strong bridge at E = 0.775 MeV is
due to the backbenfi in liaXe. The
highest value (44 -fi2 MeV"1) of

e
results in the narrowing

of €ne valley due to the coinciden-
ce between the "y-rays deexciting
the 12+ and 8+ levels in 11BXe.

For frequencies higher than
MeV2, the moment ofti2 a;2 = 0.17

iner t ia ^band i s a l m o s t constant
and equals 30 "ft2 MeV"1 on botii
side of a f i l l ing in the valley at
E = 1.01 MeV fft2 CO2 = 0.254 MeV2).
The valley terminates with a strong
bridge at E = 1.20 MeV.
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2.2.2. The 117Sn + 12C reaction
at 118 MeV

Tha nuclei l 2 3Cs, l2°-X23Xe
a n d 118,12 iT e ^ g c l e a r l y identi-
fied in the singles and coinciden-
ces germanium spectra. From the
ratios of y-rays intensities in the
spectrum of a Ge detector in coin-
cidence with two or more Nal crys-
ta l s to the singles, i t appears
that the Xenons and 123Cs have ap-
proximately the same multiplicity
which is much larger than that of
the telluriums, as expected, such
a rat io is not enough precise to
make a difference between the xenons
and cesium but considering the in-
tensities in the various channels
12?"Xe dominates very likely in the
high energy part of the correlation
matrix.

The main bridge at E = 0.79 M=S/
corresponds to the backbend in 122Jfe
and 1-" Xe. The dynamic moment of
inertia J^lnd (fig. 2) which is
equal to 34 -fii MeV" at i t s maximum
drops to 25 -ft2 MeV~l after the f i rs t
backbend and remains almost cons-
tant up to fi2ci)2 0.46 MeV'

2.2.3. The 123Sb + lZC reaction
at 118 MeV

The nucleus 128Ba which repre-
sents more than 46 % of the total
intensity should be the nucleus
which mainly influences the energy-
energy correlation matrix.

The variations of f£^ in
fur.ction of 1i2U)2 are plotted in the
range 0.07 - 0.36 MeV2 (fig. 3).
The bridge at Ey = 0.890 MeV corres-
ponds exactly to the coincidence
between the lines deexciting the 121"
and 10+ levels in 128Ba. When going
to higher frequencies,

y
in~creases up to the rigid body value

(45 "ft2 MeV"1) at ti2 W2 = O.32 MeV2.
One must point out the existence of
a bridge at 1.O4O MeV and the very
low value (32.5 "h2 MeV-1) at fi2U)2 =
0.255 MeV2 which constitutes a dip

ft2
in the
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Fig.2 : The collective moment of
inertia of 122X«.
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2.2.4,. The
1 2 2 Sn + 12C reaction at 80 MeV

The yrast cascade of 130Ba is the
most, strongly fed in this reaction.
From the Y^ultiplicity measurements,
i t is clear that i t s ylir ies are asso-
ciated with the largest prompt multi-
pl ic i ty . Therefore, l30Ba is the pre-
ponderant nucleus in the correlation
matrix.

A very clear valley appears in the
matrix up to 1.14 MeV Y~raY energy. The
width decreases continuously and there
is no apparent bridge between E =O.4OO
and 1.O95 MeV. However a h i l l iX the
bottom of the valley shows up at E =
O.76O MeV in a cut made along the main
diagonal. I t is due to coincidences bet-
ween the Y~lines depopulating the 14
and 12 levels in the backbending region
of l30Ba. I t may be noted (fig. 4) that
after this backbend, »A; ^J increases
very slightly up to approximately 9O %
of the rigid rotor value (46 -ti2 MeV l) near the strong bridge which termi-
nates the valley at E = 1.095 MeV.
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2.3. Discussion of the dynamic moment of inertia ( )
band

fil) (w) =

d band which is related to
'*) = (41-2)fi/4w can be pa-/ p

+ 7\U,Z where

which

The collective moment of inertia of the gro
the discrete Y~raY transitions by the formula
rametrized within the VMI model i.e.
J"o and J". are two parameters.

Before the first backbend, the dynamic moment of inertia ~
is deduced from the width of the valley in a correlation matrix and is pro-
portional to the first derivative dl/du can be compared to J\2) = ̂  + 7,7^2

^ yrast ^ ^
(straight lines in figs. 1-4,6) obtained from the preceding equation. Gene-
rally the two J7^2)values agree quite well.
2.3.1. The xenon nuclei

As a general remark, one sees from the -v , (w2) curves that both the
above defined moments of inertia .7 (2) and an ^t2) agree well up to
the frequencies of the first backbench In fig. 2, one^notices that the mea-
sured values of ̂ JY* - a re separated in two sets, both fitting the straight
lines ^ + 3 J w2 Corresponding to 120Xe and 122Xe. This is explained by
the intense Y~rays deexciring the first levels of these two isotopes.

of both 118'122Xe behave in a similar way i.e. decrease strongly
after tfwT'rirst backbend down to roughly two thirds of the rigid sphere va-
lue (figs. 1,2). The first backbending in l2tt'l26 ' l 2 B 'x 30Xe originates from
the coupling of two h l x/ 2 neutrons [4]. For the lighter isotopes, the situa-
tion is more uncertain. However, calculations made with the Bengtsson and
Frauendorf model [5] indicate that band crossings of hxl/2 protons and neu-
trons can occur at nearby frequencies, the' latter being more probabler

Our data on Xe enlarge towards lighter masses and more neutron-defi-
cient nuclei previous measurements made on xenon isotopes [1,2]. Our results



on 122Xe extend to higher frequencies (up to "ho) = 0.67 MeV) the data already-
known from the 11GSn + 1?C react ion [ l ] .

2 . 3 . 2 . The barium n u c l e i

As in the xenons, the experimental -A: d va lues , can be f i t t e d wi th a
j + 3 J.<^Z polynomial below the f i r s p a r t i c l e al ignment.

0 The va r i a t i ons of tf£t> In both 1 2 8 ' l 3 0 B a look very simThe variations of tf£t>A In both
 128'l30Ba look very similar (figs.3,4)

except for the reduction in 128Ba at "h^2 = 0.255 MeV2 i.e. immediately af-
ter the backbend. We show in fig. 4, that this dip has disappeared in *30Ba
or almost entirely disappeared if one takes into account the very shallow
minimum at-n2to2 = 0.185 MeV2. This couLd mean that the collective moment of
inertia is less affected by particle alignment in I30Ba than in 126»l28Ba.

Two band crossings have been found in 12BBa, [ref.6] and 130Ba [ref.7].
Alignment considerations and cranking model calculations both predict a
h11/2 n e u t^ o n origin for the lowest one in 130Ba while the second is genera-
ted by h 1 1 / 2 protons [7]. A backbend has been discovered in

 130Ce [ref.8]
at high frequency (nto = O.58 MeV). This third backbend (after the ^hlx/2 and
Vh 1 ] / 2 alignments) is expected from i 1 3/ 2 neutrons. If the isotones behave
the same way, 128Ba should also exhibit such a high frequency alignment. We
propose that the bridge observed at-ncu = O.52 MeV in the 128Ba correlation
matrix could proceed from i13/2 neutrons as the one found affiOi = 0.55 MeV

2.3.3. The difference between the Ba and Xe nuclei

The moment of inertia of the Xe decreases after the first band crossing
and remains small and almost constant at high frequency while it increases
in the latter all along with the frequency. Such a qualitative difference in
the quasicontinuum data could reflect changes in the high-spin collective
properties, particularly the shape, with changing nucleon number.

For a possible interpretation of the results we can look to high-spin
potential energy of deformat^_n surfaces, which have been calculated for
these nuclei by the cranked Nilsson-Strutinsky method [9]. A recent study
[1O] which also included pairing has clarified systematic trends of micros-
ccpic origin which are manifested by the numerical results : the alignment
of high-j quasiparticle orbitals drives the nuclear shape toward regions of
collective or non-collective rotation, depending on the position of the
Fermi levels in the j-shell. The valence shells of light xanon and barium
isotopes include the neutron and proton h , intruder shells. The general
systematics of reference [10] would suggest'a more collective behaviour in
the bariums than the xenons after initial quasiparticle alignment, conside-
ring the position of the Fermi level in these shells. We have carried out
calculations using the method of reference [11] where individual bands are
constructed and traced up to high spins. Table 1 and fig. 5 show the results
for the nuclei 122Xe and 128Ba.

In 1Z2Xe, we find three different kinds of states near yrast (c.f.table
^ 2 ) 2 1

, y (
1) . There are collective prolate bands at y - 0 with «^ 2 )

d £. 35 Ti
2 MeV"1,

moderately collective triaxial bands at y = 30° with an J^z) < 3O "fi2

MeV"1, and non-collective states of particle-hole .character at y" 6O°. The
data can be taken to indicate that it is the y ~ "3°° triaxial bands which
come lowest in energy and dominate the y cascade in 122Xe. The observed fea-
tures in 122Xe fit the description of the moderately collective, y - 30°
triaxial bands.



122. lz8Table 1 : Moment of inertia «7.i;
d for bands in '"Xe and in '"Ba. The first

column shows the most important part of the configuration. Letters (A)-(E)
refer to the bands in fig. 5.

128Ba

Configuration

, ( h l 1 / 2 ) 2 v ( h n / 2 ) 8

TrCh l1 /2)2v(h11/2)8

,rCh1V2)2vCh 9 / 2 ) 2

^n/z'^OHyz'2*

£

0.24

0.18

0.34

0.34

13/2] ° '34

Y

-50°

5°

0°

0fc

0°

range

4-30

24-35

16-36

22-44

30-

-0.6

0.5-0

0.2-0

0.4-1

0.4-

.8

.8

.0

«v. 34 (A)

•v. 34 (B)

•v. 35 (C)

* 38 (D)

•v 40 (E)

1 3 B1 3 B

For 1£DBa, the calculated near-
yrast levels are collective with -A^2) ,
> 3O Ti2 MeV~1. A further mechanism for
the continued increase of ^

1in 1 2 8' 1 3 0Ba,
at

' Xe, is provided by a secondary
minimum at larger deformation in the
potential-energy surfaces [9]. This mi-
nimum at e ̂  0.34, y ̂  O° corresponds
to bands with a 'pair of aligned h0

neutrons. With additional i neVt2rc.i
alignment such bands may cross the va-
lence bands and become yrast at very
high spins [11]. The energy of the
strongly deformed (£ ̂  O.34) potential
energy minimum relative to the valence
shell (e ̂  0.24) minimum decreases for
increasing proton and neutron number
pp to an optimum of about Z = 60 and
N = 72, [ref. 9]. For the barium iso-
topes (Z = 56, N = 72, 74) these bands

20 30 40
ANGULAR MOMENTUM(fi)

Fig.5 : Calculated bands in 128Ba-



are not expected to be yrast at the very highest spins reached in the present
experiment. Nevertheless, over a wide range of lower spins they are likely to
retain a significant fraction of the total population from a (HI, ypxn) reac-
tion. These strongly collective bands would then dominate the E - E corre-
lations and account for the larger S

band

d then dominate the E E co
values in the barium isotopes.

3.
band

IN 12 3Cs AND INFLUENCE OF A PROTON

As developed previously, there is a great difference in the behaviour
of the xenons and bariums. Since both the numbers of protons and neutrons
differ in these Xe and Ba isotopes, we have tried to limit the variations to
only one of these numbers in order to separate the characteristic influence
of protons or neutrons. We have performed an experiment to measure the col-
lective moment of inertia of Cs which can be considered as a Xe core
plus a proton.

3.1. The experiment

We have usad the apparatus and techniques described in section 2. The
reaction was 115Ir. + 12C at 80 MeV with a 6 mg/cm2 target, enriched to 99.8%.
About 1.3 x 108 prompt in-beam yy-coincidence events were recorded.

The cross-section of the 4n channel is the most intense. '2 3Cs which re-
presents 56 % of the total intensity and has the largest multiplicity, domi-
nates in the correlation matrix.

A central valley shows up in this matrix. The known y-rays which deexci-
te the hj cascade [12] define the ridges in the low energy part. Then, the
valley continues up to its end-point at E = 1.25 MeV.

3.2. Discussion uf the cesium
behaviour

In fig. 6 whereg
1Z3Cs and *22Xe are
a funct ion of fi2w2,

of
p as

, one cbservc-o
that :
i) up to fi2u)2= O.15 MeV2, the
collective moment of inertia of
123Cs follows the y o + 3^w

2

relationship in the VMI model,
as indicated by the solid
straight line
ii) in the ranqe n2u)2 = O.15 -2 ft)O.32 MeV2,
trends in

has the same
122Xe i.e.

decreases and then, stays aloiost
2 1MeV"

the
0.5

Fig.6
of 123Cs.

The collective moment of inertia

constant around 25n'
iii) above n2U)2 > 0.
moment of inertia of 123Csincre-
ases rapidly to the rigid sphere
value while it remains constant
in 122Xe.

The difference in the ampli-
tude of «^ 2 )

d for
 123Cs and

22Xe observed at high frequency
concerns the continuum data related to the high spin collective properties
and could result in the addition of a proton to the xenon core.



The method of tracing states up to high spins [ll] which was success-
fully applied to the Xe and Ba isotopes (see section 2.3.3.) has been also
used to compare the nuclear structure o"f 123Cs and 122Xe. The configurations
of the xenon for which the moment of inertia was calculated (table 1) , have
also been analyzed in the cesium. It appears that the ^ t h ^ ^ ) 2 v l h n / 2 )

6

band in 123Cs with a prolate deformation (y = 0°) is lower than the band
with the same configuration at y = 30° above spin 20 -fi. The moment of iner-
tia corresponding to the prolate shape equals 35-40 -fi' MeV while it is
only 30 -fi2 MeV~1 in 122Xe. The experimental results on the xenons (section
2.) indicate that 122Xe tends to favour the triaxial

Therefore it is tempting to interpret the rise of J ^ ^ i n 123Cs as a
change of deformation from y = 30° to y = O°.

4. THE EFFECTIVE MOMENT OF INERTIA

The decay path of a nucleus may consist of many rotational bands whirrh
can have different alignments. Thus, the effective moment of inertia
J^l2) = -n (dl/do)) ^ related to the envelope of these bands includes bctn

the collective motSon of the nucleus and the alignment of particles. Experi-
ments have been already made to measure this dynamic moment of inertia in
well deformed nuclei of the rare earth region i.e. Er and Yb isotopes [13].
We report here on such measurements for transitional nuclei.

4.1. The experimental set-up and techniques

The physical information is extracted from continuum y-ray spectra de-
livered by a big Nal(Tl) detector (8" long and a hexagonal cross-section
with 6" outer diameter) in coincidence with a sum-spectrometer. The former
detector is placed at 125° to the beam direction and its entrance window- is
strongly collimated. The sum-spectrometer is made of 12 such hexagonal de-
tectors arranged in a cylindrical geometry with the symmetry axis coinciding
with the beam. Since this sum-spectrometer consists of 12 detectors, the
y-ray multiplicity is evidently deduced from a fit of the experimental fold-
distribution. A Ge(Li) counter is used in order to identify the final nuclei.

The technique to deduce the effective moment of inertia is the follo-
wing. First, the raw spectra of the lonely Nal crystal in coincidence with
slices of the total y-ray energy are unfolded. Then, the unfolded spectra
are normalized to the multiplicity and the statistical component E exp
(-E /T) is subtracted. The last step consists in a feeding correction [13]
to take into account the different populations of the states.

4.2. Analysis of the results

We measured the effective moment of inertia of ll0Xe and 130Ba which
were previously studied by the correlation technique to give the collective

f2)moment of inertia Jjf2) (section 2.).
The results are shown in figs. 7 and 8 for the "nw = 0.2 - O.7 MeV range

(full solid line). The bumps are associated with intense y-lines between the
lowest levels of yrast-cascade and with an accumulation of y-rays due to
particle alignment.

For 118Xe (fig. 7), the peak at fiU) = O.39 MeV corresponds to the back-
bend. Its frequency matches perfectly .•/ith the one of a bridge in the yy-cor-
relation matrix ^lx/2 protons and neutrons). The bumps at O.52 and 0.62 MeV
also fit with bridges in the correlation plots, but the nature of the parti-
cles which align their angular momentum is still unknown.



hj, ,
[7J.

In the 130Ba case
(fig.8) , the peaks showing
up at 0.27 and 0.34 MeV
correspond to the 4 -*• 2
and 6+ -> 4+ y-rays. The
bump at 0.40 MeV contains
the two first band cros-
sing originating from

,2 neutrons and protons
By comparison with

the correlation data, the
broad peak around 0.53 MeV
could be assigned to the
i 1 3/ 2 neutrons alignment.

The theoretical mo-
ment of inertia can be de-
duced from the bands cal-
culated within the cran-
ked Nilsson-Strutinskjc
framework [11]. Up to now,
only preliminary results
are available. Thus, it
is difficult to draw con-
clusions on the structure
of the Xe and Ba only con-
sidering •J^iL- However,
these preliminary calcu-
lations agree with a qua-
l i ta t ive comparison of

3"l2) . and fill which, band isofiff.shows that Ba i s more
collective than 118Xe.
Indeed, up to about
hu) = O.5 MeV, the ra t io
fiZ)J ^ ( H is largerbandi3c eff. . Iia,m Ba than in TCe.

This comes directly from
the relation Ai/Al =
1 " 3"i2)J 3TVX where
A. . band. eff
Ai is the increase in an-
gular momentum due to par-
ticle alignment only and
Althe total increase.

5. CONCLUSION

0.7

(MeV)
Fig.7 : The effective and collective mo-
ments of inertia of 118118 Xe.

200 -

CM

(MeV)
Fig.8 : The effective and collective mo-
ments of inertia of 13QBa.

Results hava been
obtained on properties of transition nuclei at high spins. Collective and
effective moments of inertia of Xe, Cs and Ba isotopes have been measured
using yy-correlation and sum-spectrometer techniques, respectively. The ex-
perimental data have been compared to model calculations. As a main conclu-
sion, it appears that 1Z8'130Ba are more collective than 1 1 8 . 1 2 2 Xe.
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